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Age Differences in Symbolic Representation:

Fluidity in Representational ConstructiOn

. During early childhood we make great leaps in the ability to form

and touse symbols (Piaget, 1962; Werner & Kaplan, 1963). Symbolic re-

presentation involves. relationships between a signifier (i.e., language,

gesture, painting, sculpture) And the signified (i.e.,some,referent, or

that which is being represented), A person creates a symbol by giving

form, through the use of any number of media, to a referent. ,

Earlier research has documented the child's increasing ability to

represent a complex referent (a story) with representational materials

such as language (Brown, 1 977; grown and Smiley, 1975) and

building blocks (Reifel, 1981). Other research has documented.the in-

creasing ability to use more complex structures in the course of repre-

senting models .0reenfield, 19,81-and in symbolic representations (Reifel

& Greenfield, 1981). For representational constructions, both a concep-

tion of the referent and the structural use of materials develop with

increasing age, refelcting increasing differentiation,and hierarchic in-
.

tegretion of mental abilities (Werner, 1957) and structures (Piaget, 1971).

_There is value in looking at symbolic representational skills in a

variety of reprpsentational media. There is klikelihood that humans haver,

different'skills with different media, such as prose, paint, poetry, and

so on. 'There is also the possibility that some media allow certain ideas

-

,. to be expresSed, while other media do' not (Langer, 1942). Some have,

argued for the need to explore human a ill -ties in all symbolic media as °

1)
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a way o refilling our knowledge of cognition (Gardner, 1979). Develop-

mentally, we must become more aware of ,thee significance of different

media.for'subseqdentcompetence, even competences in non-related areas

of human growth. In this paper, I focus on building blocks, on bricks,

a- representational material that is commonly used by young children in

-thany parts of the world.

Since the construction of symbolic representatiopsrequires skilled 2i

manipulatiye action (at least in the case of building blocks [Bruner,

1972]),it is. pertinent to view the use of blocks as a representational

tool. They are a material that function instrumentally in symbolic re-

presentation; their use as a tool is critical for the structuring of

whateVer referential cognition a, child might be wishing to indicate.

'From Werner's (1957) perspective; one aspect'of mental'development

in early childhood is fluidity.in mental functioning. Fluidity refers

to the child!s inability to maintain goal7oriented behayior or mental

functioning. Younger children (to about age 6) are more likely to mani-

fest changes in their constrdctive purposes over, the time of construction.
.dk

The organization of play-materials (such.asblock play and drawing) are

expected to change in the course of a play session (Werner, 1957 p. 128) .

The purpose of this'paper is'to present data'on.fluidity in repre-

sentational construction. Findings wil,l'f9cus on age 'and s,ex differences

.1

lin the representational use of blocks. Younger children arepected to,

ble fluid in their mental' functioning (i.e.,, representational- skills); they
41.07

4hange their goals and actions which they -

interact With the materials.
. ,

Older children are expectgd not.to be fluid; they shoulliset a goal And

.pursue it: Since we will be viewing cases of symbolic representations,
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we would expect younger children's use of th.e symbolic medium to', trans-

form in the course of representation, whereas. oldei'children's mental

plan (i.e., goal) for representation will be imroediately pursued to

completion.

Methodology

[Tata for this cross-sect-long] developmental study were collected

from a sample of 40 children from ..a laboratory school. There were 20

four-year-olds and 20 seven-year-olds, with an equal number of boys, and

girls in each age group. Various ethnic groups were represented in the

stratified random sample. Many of, the children's parents are profession-

als, but some of the school poPulation..is on scholarship, indicating

some socio-economic diversity in the population. All children came from

-.homes whey English is the spoken language.

Each child was taken to an experimental room where the following

equipment was arranged: a table 'and chairs for the child and the experi-
q

mentor, a box of table-top building blocks on the table, a video--recorder

(focused on 'the table), a tapezrecorder, and various recording forms.j.A

female research assistant 'sat across the room to record child speech and

reactions.

The child was invited to-play with the blocks while answering ques-

tions about prior experience with block play. After `returning the blocks

to the boX, the childld was directed to listen.closely to the'story of Little

Red Cap\(Grimm [19 version of Little Red Riding Hood).. 'At the end of

the story, the hild was directed, "Use the blocks to show me-the story

of Li ttleRied Cat. You can use the blocks any way you like to show me

't story we just ad." The video-tape recorder'was activated, the thild

5
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constructed, then the child was asked to describe in detail what the blocks

showed. The rese6rch assistant recorded the responses. The video-recorder

was stopped. After the Child was escorted back to the classroom, a set

of photos was taken. of all block'represehtations.

Two judges compared photos of each child's firseblbck construction

on the video -tapes (defined form the first placement'of a block on the

table).to determine if that first attempted construction is present or

absent in the photos of the final construction. If the first-placed blocks ap-.

pear to be reoriented in the cours. of construction,.the judge indicated

"Fluid." If the first-placed blocks remain in their original position

throughout the.constru tion session (i.e., if they are not relocated),

the judge.indicated "N t Fluid." 'Judges agreed on 100% Of the'cases.

Analysis and Results

Eleveh out of tWenty'of the four-year-olds' constructions (55 %)S were

.

fluid. Only three out of twenty of the seven-year-olds' constructions
-

(15 %) were,fluid. Four-year-olds changed the orientation of their blocks

A.
during construction more frequently than seven-year-olds did (X2 = 8.9,.

1)4(.01, df = 1, two=talled test), Foutyear-olds' block representations

are more fluid. This is cohsister4 with,Werner's theory.

Lookinuat sex differences within age groups, an interesting differ.:

ence is found. For four-year-olds only, there is ,a sex difference.' .

Eighty percent of the younger boys' constructions, are fluid, while only

30% ofth6 younger girls' are fluid'(Fisher exact p = .03). It appears

that the bulk of the age difference repotted above.-lin be attributed to.
, --.

the great ,fluidity of younger toys. As TableAl shows', youn'gei4bils°

are not different i.fluidity.from older girls,'-and they are n very ,

C.

ts...



different from older boys.

'Insert-Table 1 ,about here

a

5

A set of illustrations will help clarify the concept of fluidity as

operationalized for this analysis. Figure 1 shows the non-fluid construc-

:tion'of a four -year -old boy: ,(This was not common for younger boys.)

The 'shaded block was the flrst.block.placed by the child, and that block

was
4
added to continuously to create this final representation of Little

Red Cap's house with twochairs,inside. Figure 2 shows another fOur-
,

year-old boy's representation, also ,a fluid construction. 'He initially

placed the shaded blocks, but his final.representation (Little Red Cap's

grandmother's house) is not a part orthe first-placed bloAs. The

first - placed locks are not part of the final-representation, at least

in the orientation in which they Were'initially_placed.

Insert Figures 1 and 2 about here

,-
Figure 3 shows'. a (uncommon) four-year-old.girl's fluid construction.

Again, the shaded blocks are the priginal configuration, which does not

appear in the final representation. (The inal representation shows two

beds, one for Little Red Cap and one for her grandmother.) There is a
A

marked difference in the child's beginning construction and the final

representation.

Insert Figure about here

-Figures-4 and 5 are, respectively, a seven-year-old Girl's and a

b .

, seven-year-old boy's representations. Neither construction is fluid; the

first-placed block.(shaded) shows these children's implementation of the

representational. goal that began at the first placement of a block. The-

7
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girl immediately began-building the grandmother's house, then surrounded

it with flowers. The boy began with the grandmother's house, then added

Little Red Cap's house and the path that connects the two houses.

Insert Figures 4 and 5 about here

In order to understand some'of the reasons for these findings, a post

hoc analysis was done to ascertain what happened during the process of

construction that might lead to constructions totally changing form. A

number of reasons for the above findings presented themselves. First,'

children might change their minds about how they want the blocks placed,

so, they physically move the blocks to anew orientation on thetab.le.

Second, children might not be able to control the materials as they build.

Themay not understand the physical properties of blocks, so the con-

,

structions might fall or crumble before the representation is completed.

(There are other possibilities relating to a fluid change of the referent

in the child's mind during the time thatjhe child'works with the blocks.
;

The method used in,this study cannot address this possibility directly.

This inquiry ItA limited in that regard, as discussed below.) Video-

tapes of the construction sessions -'were reviewed.-to see what happened in

the course of the session.. As it turns out, the two reasons presented

'above doexillain all castes- of fluidity in constructiOas'presented in

I
this paper.

. The vast majority.(79%) of fluid constructions were transformed due

to blocks falling. (See Table 2) Children weresimply trying to put

blocks into configurations that were'either physically impossible (e.g.,

a narrow, tall-tower with no side suppbrt) 'or beyond their level of

dexterity(e.g., placing blocks SD that they WoOld.constantly be knocked
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,t
by their own hands). Most children who were found to be fluid in their-

,
use of blocks simply could not manipulate the material as well as they

thought they could. They suffered from a series'of construction "acci-

dents" that changed the face of their intended representation.

.:,

Insert Table 2 about here

A far smaller number of "fluid" children (21%) changed their minds

about what to do with the blocks, removed their first repreentational

efforts, then constructed something entirely new. In one case, I had a
i

........

strong sense of what the child intended. When a four - year -old girl be-

gan with a row of blocks (see Figu'e 3), she attempted to form a corner
r . /

but ended up with a semi-circular curve." I felt that she was trying to

form a right angle in order to make the corner 67 a house. The semi-

,circle displeased her, so she removed that construction and built the .two

beds. This case is illustrative of the few situations (n = 3) when a

..

Child moved blocks ,to cfiange the representation.

Discussion

It seems clear that there is development from fluidity toward a more

controlled; purposeful use of blocks for symbolic representation. Much.:

.'

ofthis developmental change can be associated with sex differences, and

in turn can be viewed as afunction.of manipulative skill. When younger

1boys represent with blocks, the configuration of blocks is much more

likely to transform during the process of representation. Older children

-.and younger-girls do not transform their block configurations as often

during representati on.. .

Werner (1957) sees fluidity as a developmental, attribute that dimin-

ishes as the chitcl is better able to keep a purpose or goal in mind. The
1

. .
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older child is expected to be able to decide on an objective and then'to

pursue its implementation. The older children in this study appear to

have done just that, possibly adding to
)

their goal (e.'g., deciding to add

flowers and trees to their representation) but not transforming anything,
4

that they had initially begun (e.g., nob, building a house only to change

it at a later time).

In this study, a conservative interpretation of fluidity was defined: ,

If the ,child's first block construction changed its form over'the course

of the entire construction session, that child's construction was con-

sidered fluid. This definition leads to a serious limitation in analysis and

for conclusions we can draw about representational construction. We can-

not be,certaint for example, what each child intended to represent; the

children were net asked what they were going to construct; and they were

directed only to show the story. We cannot know what the boc, who created

the COnstruction,ill Figure 2 intended those tall towers to be; perhaps

it was a arly attempt at the grandmothe'r's house. The work in

Figure 3 is also digicult to, interpret; the row of blocks looks more

like 4a.wall, suggesting that she did not intend initrally to. construct

two beds.
(

Neither can we tell if thcie constructions that are not fluid' re-

present what the child had initially intended, although it seem fairly
4R

reasonable to conclude from the direct and obvious meanings of the rf
presentations that the children had central aspects of t e story fairly

well in mind as they set out.on their tasks. In order o.be more con-

fident about the role of, the referent in fluid construction (as* opposed

primarily to the role of manipulation of the signifying material),

10
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it would be reasonable to question children prior Iconstruction about

what they intend to represent with the blocks; or to ask them-to talk

about what,they were constructing while they are putting it together.

This would provide a more specific standard against which to measure a

resultant construction. 'Given the several sources of contributions to

symbol formation (i.e., referential object, symbolic vehicle, organisim's

intention) (Werner & Kaplart4._1963), it would be desirable to control for

the influence of eactitn further,inquiry into representation.

There is some evidence (Reifel, 1981) to suggest that there is 'some

conceptual fluidity (i.e., transformation in the child's mind) that may

accompany the type of fluidity in formal depiction that has been presented

above. All younger children (not just boys) include a greater proportion

./

of seemingly extraneous material in their representations, material that

does ont come from the given referent (i.e., from the story .). Airplanes,

'flag poles, cars, and any number of other objects ended up in younger

childreWs representations, indicating that the younger children's minds

"flowed" from the given referent to any number of other referents. .There

Roy well be a concurrent fluidity, pfpssibly related t syncretisPiaget,

1)62; Werner, 19571, iql,the conten .of younger children's thought that

parallels, the fluidity of symbolic representational structure that has

been reported here.
r

The'finding of szx differences, for four -Year -olds is interesting for

a number of reasons. F4rst of all, it appears that younger girls are not

as clumsy with the materials as are the younger bogs. They were better

'able to follow through on their constructions of a given representational

configuration. This is consistent with findings of greater finger dexterity

/



9n the part of girls (Maccoby & -Jackl in, 1974), suggesting an earlier age

difference than preyiously demonstrated, (It must be remembered, however,

.
that younger girls' representations were significantly more difficult for

a panel of judges to distinguish. Youpger girls' representations, while

not less strticturallY complex (Reifel & Greenfield, 1981), were moredif-

ficUlt for adults to distinguish than were boys' [Relfel , 1981].) po

girls have better manipulative skills with blocks, or are they less likely

to take risks when it comes. to forming complex4configurations? \If girls

do not attempt to try daring combinations of blocks, they won't run the

risk-of having blocks fall. This intersection between the literatures

on skklied manipulation and'sex differences warrants further attention.

Representational activity is considered to be a critical aspect of

cognitive 'development' in the early childhood years (Piaget, 1962). It

Ti

is important to take a ,closer loqk at tie manner in which young children

construct representations, looking for patterns in action with symbolic

matecials_and for relatfonships, between those patterns and language

(Greenfield, 1978). It seems logical to explore the use of materials

anethe skills that Contribute t at this stage. The data

from this paper provide some perspective on some motoric as ects of early

symbol ic representation and on some ways' that representation may reflect

emerging mental capacities (i.e:, pursuing gibals). Iemay be that mani-

pulative skill is'one sub-routine (yshley, 1951) of representation, a

skill that must be developed efore'or whi e goal7setting is incorporated

into the skilled activity of goal-directt (non-fluid) 'symbol jc functioning.

12
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# of.. rnot
Fl uid Fluid

°01 # not . # of # not
Fluid Fluid Fluid Fluid)

Boys+ Girls+
n=10 f n=10

4-year-olds*

# of # not'
Fluid Fluid

Boys ' Girls
n=10 n=10
'-- 7-year-olds*

..,....,

Table 1. 'Frequencies of fluid. and nor) -fluid representational constructions.

15

4, Age di fference
p <.01 I

... -I
+ Sex di fference

p = .03 .
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Source of uidity

Cases of Fluid ,Block, fell -Child moved Blocks

Construction

4- year -old Boys . 8 0

n = 8 a
...

4-year-old Girls

n 51 3..

7-year-old Boys

n = 0

7-year-old Girls

n = 3

Total t.

1

10 0

0 0

Table 2. Frequencies for sources of fluidity.
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Figure 1. on-fluid representation of
-house with two chairs inside.
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Figure' 2. Fluid representation ending as a house
o
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Figure 3. Fluid representation ending as two beds. 2()
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Eigure 4. Non-fluid represeritatioii of allouse
e

surrounded by flowers.
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Figure 5. Non-fluid representation of two houses

connected by a path.
t


